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VueJS Developer (Mid Level)
Mavorion Systems Pvt. Ltd. is seeking a few energetic and talented individuals for
the position of Mid-Level VueJS Developers at its Kathmandu office to add to the
teams working on several interesting and challenging projects.

Responsibilities
As a VueJS developer, you will be working closely with other developers and team
members in a collaborative environment. You will need to demonstrate that you are
willing to keep up-to-date with latest technologies relevant to the projects and best
practices in software development. Some of the requirements:

Leverage the inbuilt VueJS toolkit for creating front-end features.
Create data visualization tools, libraries, and reusable code for prospects.
Integrate designs and wire-frames within the application code.
Translate wire-frames and designs into good quality code.
Optimize components to work seamlessly across different browsers and
devices.
Design and develop innovative web applications with good UI/UX
Write reusable, effective, and scalable JavaScript code
Build modular and reusable components and libraries
Monitor interaction of users and convert them into insightful information.
Implement front-end components with progressive VueJS framework.
Translate the client’s technical specifications into code.
Test, update and optimize the application for performance and security.

Requirements

Minimum 1.5 Years experience of working as a VueJS Developer.
Strong proficiency in JavaScript, object model, DOM manipulation and
event handlers, data structures, algorithms, JSX, and Babel.
Complete understanding of VueJs and its main fundamentals like JSX,
Virtual DOM, component lifecycle, etc.
Preceding experience with VueJS workflows like Vuex, Create Vue App,
data structure libraries.
Understanding of RESTful APIs/Graph-QL, HTML/CSS, ES6 (variables and
scoping, array methods), code versioning tools like GIT, SVN, etc., popular
frontend development tools, CI/CD tools, DevOps, performance testing
frameworks like Mocha, Node + NPM
Thorough understanding of modern JavaScript (ES6/ES7)
Bachelor’s Degree or Higher in Computer Science, Information Technology
or similar faculty.

Contacts
If you have further queries, please reach out to our HR team.

Human Resource Department
Mavorion Systems Pvt. Ltd.
26/15 Samata marga, Baluwatar
Kathmandu 44616, Nepal

Mavorion Systems Pvt. Ltd.

Title: VueJS Developer
Position: Mid-Level
Experience: Min. 1.5 Years

Job Location
Kathmandu, Nepal

Date posted
March 4, 2024

How to Apply
Before you apply, please ensure you
have with you an updated
CV/Resume that you can upload.
While not mandatory, a cover letter
is highly recommended.
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